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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

DEC I 9 1998' 

PAGE 2/S 

OFF1CI!OF Honorable Alvin L. Alm 
Assistant Secretary AlR AIIIO RADIATION 

tor Environmental Mana'gement 
U.S. Departme~t of Energy 
1000 Independence Ave., SW 
Washington, DC 20585 

Dear Mrv Alm: 

The U.S. Environmental ·Protection Agency (EPA} received· the 
u.s. Department of Ene;gy's {DO~) Compliance Certification . 
Application (CCA) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) on 
October 29, 199.6. The Ag'ency iznniediately beqan its review of the. 
CCA for completeness in accordance with its regulations· at 40 
C.F.R. §194.r1. My.staff has indicate~ that the content and 
logical flo~. of the CCA have improved since we reviewed earlier 
draft .chapters this past ·summer. Not;wi thstanding the substantial 
improvement in tha CCA from these earlier ~rafts, we have 
identified several areas where nece~sary supporting documentation 
is either not included in the· CCA, or is unavailable for review. 
This infor.mation must be provided to the Agency prior to any 
completeness determination by the Administrator. 

In addition, I would like to call to your ~ttention some 
important issues regarding technical sufficiency that my staff 
has identified. I hope that this advance notification of the 
Aqency's preliminary ·technical concerns will allow DOE to address 

··~ these concerns early in EPA'.s rulemak'inq proce:ss to enable the .1< .. :\Agency to ce7tify.whether or. not the WIPI? c?mplies with the 
( ·, ~ :Agency's rad~oact1ve w~ste d1sposal requlat1ons at.Subparts Band 

· \.,~' · /c of· 40 CFR l?art l91. · 
...... ..., . 

My staff has identified three are~s in partic~lar where the 
CCA, needs additional information. These· areas, which are 
described in detail in Enclosure 1, 'include background 
documentation £or computer codes, substantiation of modelst and 
the general unavailability of records. 

, The Compliance Certif;ication Crit"eri:a at 40 c.F.R. · 
§194.23(b) requires DOE to document computer codes used to 
support the compliance certification application ~in' a manner 
that co~plies w1th the requirements of ASME NQA-2a-1990 addenda, 
part 2.7, to ASME NQA-2-1989 edition. 0 The CCA does not document 
the 
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computer codes, as required. Department staff have informed my 
staff that analysis documentation is'beinq developed to fulfill 
the requiraments of §1'94 .23 {b}. The CCA must be supplemented 
with appropriate documentation before EPA can make its 
·completeness determination. · 

The sensitivity analysis, which describes the effects of 
parameters {e.g., actinide retardation, borehole permeability) on 
the disposal system, is also required pursuant to §194.23, but 
has not yet been tully completed and included in the CCA. My 
staff understands that the Depar~ent is working to complete this 
analysis; however, the CCA cannot be deemed complete· until EPA 
receives the final analysis. 

Finally, the Records Center located at Sandia National 
Laboratory lacks certain records needed by ~y staff to verify 
technical information found in the CCA~ It is important that all 
relevant intormation be made available at the Records Center so 
the Agency and the public can trace and val~date documentation 
intended to support the D~partment's compliance analyses. 

In addition to the documentation requirements that must be 
satisfied for completeness purposes, there are other aspects of 
the CCA that need to be addressed. Enclosure 2 describes areas 
of the CcA that must be clarified or enhanced before E.PA can deem 
them technically sufficient to support a demons't.:ration of 
compliance. The most important of these areas are peer reviewt 
institutional controls1 and the use of magnesium o~ide (MgO) as 
an engineered barrier. 

The· 'oepa:t"tmen:t has peer-revtewed seven a+eas of the CCA: (1) 
engineered barriexs; (2) natural barriers data qualificationl (3) 
waste form/disposal room data qualification; (4) conceptual 

,.,.-:·-::·,models; (5) en9in~e·red system data qualification; (G)· waste 
{ ·· ':. ' 'Fha.racterization; and (7) passive institutional controls •. 

·\. ii~hile.EPA.has received the results of such peer revie~s in the 
'- CCA submitted on October 29, 1996, my staff has learned that DOE 

has ~e-opened the latter four of these areas for further peer 
review. My staff attended some of the peer rQView ~eetinqs and 
observed that the re-activated peer review panels are·direetly 

.• addressing i$SUes related to the technical sufticiency ot certain . 
aspects or the application. 'the Aqency needs to receive the 
panels' new. peer review findinqs. as soon ~s possib~e. 

Moreover, Section 194.27 imposes specific standards for the 
conduct of peer reviews and requires that peer reviews conciucted 
prior to promulgation ot the requlation, or that are in addition 
to the peer r~views required by th~ •.. r..eg~l.ation, must provide , ... --~~ :., 

..1~ ......... ,\•·,;..~:'J" .. ~y. ... \.. 

,/:((§)':~>···· ...... ''.··:~~:it,;\,, 
. : /:'./ ~.:··~~···\ 

; " ·! ·,.:,i't ·;, . . . ~. :~:~.:., s .~i.;!} 
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substantiating documentation. Thus, DOE must document the 
substantive issues addressed by the new pee~ reviews and the 
process by which the peer reviews were accomplished as soQn as 
possible. · 

. The Compliance Certification Criteria at 40 C.F.R. §194.41 
requ~res.DOE to include ~detailed descriptions of proposed active 
1~st1tut~on~l control~, the controls' location, and the period of 
t~me the controls are proposed to remain active. Assumptions 
pertaining to active institutional controls and their 
effectiveness in terms of preventing or reducinq radionuclide 
releases shall be supported by such descriptions." Aplan for 
active institutional cont~ols is inciuded in the CCA; however, 
insufficient d~ta and information are provided to support DOE's 
assumption that such controls will be 100 percent effective for 
100 years after closure of the disposal system. OOE needs to 
submit documentation to justify any such assUlnptions a·s soon as 
possible. 

Similarly, Section 194.43(al requir~s DOE to include 
. "detailed descriptions" of passive institutional controls. The 
passive institutional control plan included in the CCA ~ppears to 
be only a conceptual design, which is insufficient as a 
description and clearly lacks justification for the nearly 100 
percent effectiveness of the controls ove~ a 700-year time frame. 
Tnusr to meet its obligations under the regulations, DOE should 
submit additional information reqarding implementation of passive 
institutional contro'ls .. Moreover, although Seetion 194.43(c) 
provides that EPA may allow DOE to assume passive institutional 
control .credit, DOE must demonstrate that such credit is 
justified. DOE must submit·the requisite justification for any 
credit assumed as soon as possible. 

. In accordance with section 194.44, the Depar~ent has stated 
//~-.; ..... \ that it will use magnesium oxide (MgO·) ·as. an engineered ba.i:rier 
( . ,···: ) to prevent radionuclides from reaching the accessible · 

.......... ,.~··/ environment. In its pe::::-forma.nce assessment, DOE has assU!!led that 
MqO will be 100 percent effective ~t mitigati~q the effects of 

.• 
qa~ generation. However, DOE bas not provided·sub~tan~iation as 
to why the assumed level of.effectiveness is correct. The Agency 
requests that the Department justify {e.g., through the'use of 
site-specific experi~ents and a.final engineering desig.n} and 

'document a.s soon ·as practicable why DOE's M~O assumptions are 
valid~ · 

The above requests for additional infoomation and analys~s, 
as well as a lis.tinq of further Agency concerns, are explained in 
detail in the enclosures to t~~~~~~t~era The co~ents are based 

'.,·:~;.~~~rt~·~:~~ .... ~:·.: -:;:J··~~t., 
j.·'lrtru~··<",~·· '• •, . 'ii .. ·;., ; ,:'f(t)'·:"'),\ t .··.r... ·\.\\·~~ 

il ... ~ , .. '" "·' i ~-~.~ . ' ; ;l:~ ~; 
\
~ t.,. ra.; 'I •(' . .:~, i.·~.:· ~· 
oillo • ;\ , '" ••, 'c 
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on EPA's review of the CCA and are beinq provided to th~ 
Department, now, in brder to facilitate the. certification 
process. The Aqency will eontinue to conduct its technical 
review. EPA will .advise DOE if the 'results of our internal 
review, or public comments we receive, require that additional 
analyses, support or documentation ~e submitted. 

Thank you tor your cooperation durinq o 
Should you have questions regarding this re 
&. R~ona Trovato at (202~ 233-9320. 

Enclosures 

cc! George Dials (DOE) 

tdo0 
Mary .·Nichols · 
A$si tant Administrator 

fo Air and Radia~ion 

. . 
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U.S. Department of Energy 
Carlsbad Area Office 
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
P.O. Box 3090 
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221 

DOE NEWS 

For Immediate Release 

Media Contacts: 
Dennis Hurtt 

U. S. DOE Carlsbad Area Office 
(505) 234-7327 

Dan Balduini 
Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division 

(505) 234-8658 

http://www.wipp.carlsbad.nm.us 

DOE Clarifies EPA Request for Additional Input 

To WIPP Compliance Certification Application 

CARLSBAD, N.M., January 9 --George Dials, manager of the U.S. 

Department of Energy's (DOE) Carlsbad Area Office; today issued a statement 

clarifying a recent request from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for 

additional information to supplement the DOE's Compliance Certification 

Application (CCA) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WJPP). 

"The December 19, 1996, letter from EPA has clearly been misinterpreted by 

members of the public and the news media," Dials said. "It is important to 

understand that this request is a normal part of the permitting process, and in no 

way reflects any final determination by EPA on the completeness of our application. 

We remain convinced that the CCA we submitted to EPA on October 29, 1996, 

substantially meets the requirements of the regulations, criteria, and Compliance 
Application Guidance (CAG). The CCA, as submitted, was administratively 

complete, and EPA should be able to complete the technical review by the 

congressionally suggested October 1997 deadline." 

In the letter, EPA assistant administrator for air and radiation, Mary Nichols 

specifically states, HThis information must be provided to the agency prior to any 

completeness determination by the Administrator. " 

"We are still very early in the permitting process, much too early to jump to 

conclusions about the technical sufficiency of the application," Dials said. "We 

expected this request and, quite frankly, we expect the EPA will make other such 
requests before it renders any final decisions on the application." 
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_ •••• _.., .., , "', s;~ crtVU"'VNMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

Honorable Alvin L. Alm 
Assistant Secretary 

DEC 1 9 1996 

for Environmental Management 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Ave., SW 
Washington, DC 20585 

Dear Mr. Alm: 

OFFICE OF 
AIR ANO RAOIA TION 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) received the 
u.s. Department of Energy's (DOE) Compliance Certification 
Application (CCA) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) on 
October 29, 1996. The Agency immediately began its review of the 
CCA for completeness in accordance with its regulations at 40 
c.F.R. §194.11. My staff has indicated that the content and 
logical flow of the CCA have improved since we reviewed earlier 
draft chapters this past summer. Notwithstanding the substantial 
improvement in the CCA from these earlier drafts, we have 
identified several areas where necessary supporting documentation 
is either not included in the CCA, or is unavailable for review. 
This information must be provided to the Agency prior to any 
completeness determination by the Administrator. 

In addition, I would like to call to your attention some 
important issues regarding technical sufficiency that my staff 
has identified. I hope that this advance notification of the 
Agency's preliminary technical concerns will allow DOE to address 
these concerns early in EPA's rulemaking process to enable the 
Agency to certify whether or not the WIPP complies with the 
Agency's radioactive waste disposal regulations at Subparts Band 
C o.f 40 CFR Part 191. 

My staff has identified three areas in particular where the 
CCA needs additional information. These areas, which are 
described in detail in Enclosure 1, include background 
documentation for computer codes, substantiation of models, and 
the general unavailability of records. 

The Compliance Certification Criteria at 40 C.F.R. 
§194.23(b) requires DOE to document computer codes used to 
support the compliance certification application "in a manner 
that complies with the requirements of ASME NOA-2a-1990 addenda,/~-·-,, 
part 2.7, to ASME NQA-2-1989 edition." The CCA does not documefl.tl \ \ 

' J the \ : 
'"'"'·-w,, ,..r'// 
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computer codes, as required. Department staff have informed my 
staff that analysis documentation is being developed to fulfill 
the requirements of §194.23(b). The CCA must be supplemented 
with appropriate documentation before EPA can make its 
completeness determination. 

The sensitivity analysis, which describes the effects of 
parameters (e.g., actinide retardation, borehole permeability) on 
the disposal system, is also required pursuant to §194.23, but 
has not yet been fully completed and included in the CCA. My 
staff understands that the Department is working to complete this 
analysis; however, the CCA cannot be deemed complete until EPA 
receives the final analysis. 

Finally, the Records Center located at Sandia National 
Laboratory lacks certain records needed by my staff to verify 
technical information found in the CCA. It is important that all 
relevant information be made available at the Records Center so 
the Agency and the public can trace and validate documentation 
intended to support the Department's compliance analyses. 

In addition to the documentation requirements that must be 
satisfied for completeness purposes, there are other aspects of 
the CCA that need to be addressed. Enclosure 2 describes areas 
of the CCA that must be clarified or enhanced before EPA can deem 
them technically sufficient to support a demonstration of 
compliance. The· most important of these areas are peer review, 
institutional controls, and the use of magnesium oxide (MgO) as 
an engineered barrier. 

The Department has peer-reviewed seven areas of the CCA: (1) 
engineered barriers; (2) natural barriers data qualification; (3) 
waste form/disposal room data qualification; (4) conceptual 
models; (5} engineered system data qualification; (6) waste 
characterization; and (7) passive institutional controls. 
While EPA has received the results of such peer reviews in the 
CCA submitted on October 29, 1996, my staff has learned that DOE 
has re-opened the latter four of these areas for further peer 
·review. My staff attended some of the peer review meetings and 
observed that the re-activated peer review panels are directly 
addressing issues related to the technical sufficiency of certain 
aspects of the application. The Agency needs to receive the 
panels' new peer review findings as soon as possible. 

Moreover, Section 194.27 imposes specific standards for the 
conduct of peer reviews and requires that peer reviews conducted 
prior to promulgation of the regulation, or that are in additiqn 
to the peer reviews required by the regulation, must provide · 
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substantiating documentation. Thus, DOE must document the 
substantive issues addressed by the new peer reviews and the 
process by which the peer reviews were accomplished as soon as 
possible. 

The Compliance Certification Criteria at 40 C.F.R. §194.41 
requires DOE to include "detailed descriptions of proposed active 
institutional controls, the controls' location, and the period of 
time the controls are proposed to remain active. Assumptions 
pertaining to active institutional controls and their 
effectiveness in terms of preventing or reducing radionuclide 
releases shall be supported by such descriptions.u A plan for 
active institutional controls is included in the CCA; however, 
insufficient data and information are provided to support DOE's 
assumption that such controls will be 100 percent effective for 
100 years after closure of the disposal system. DOE needs to 
submit documentation to justify any such assumptions as soon as 
possible. 

Similarly, Section 194.43(a) requires DOE to include 
"detailed descriptions# of passive institutional controls. The 
passive institutional control plan included in the CCA appears to 
be only a conceptual design, which is insufficient as a 
description and clearly lacks justification for the nearly 100 
percent effectiveness of the controls over a 700-year time frame. 
Thus, to meet its obligations under the regulations, DOE should 
submit additional information regarding implementation of passive 
institutional controls. Moreover, although Section 194.43(c) 
provides that EPA may allow DOE to assume passive institutional 
control credit, DOE must demonstrate that such credit is 
justified. DOE must submit the requisite justification for any 
credit assumed as soon as possible. 

In accordance with Section 194.44, the Department has stated 
that it will use magnesium oxide (MgO) as an engineered barrier 
to prevent radionuclides from reaching the accessible 
environment. In its performance assessment, DOE has assumed that 
MgO will be 100 percent effective at mitigating the effects of 
gas generation. However, DOE has not provided substantiation as 
to why the assumed level of effectiveness is correct. The Agency 
requests that the Department justify (e.g., through the use of 
site-specific experiments and a final engineering design) and 
document as soon as practicable why DOE's MgO assumptions are 
valid. 

The above requests for additional information and analyses,_<. . 
as well as a listing of further Agency concerns, are explained fip.' \, 
detail in the enclosures to this letter. The comments are basE~.d\,· ) 

~--/ 
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on EPA's review of the CCA and are being provided to the 
Department, now, in order to facilitate the certification 
process. The Agency will continue to conduct its technical 
review. EPA will advise DOE if the results of our internal 
review, or public comments we receive, require that additional 
analyses, support or documentation be submitted. 

Thank you for your cooperation during o 
Should you have questions regarding this re 

review process. 
st, please contact 

E. Ramona Trovato at (202) 233-9320. 

Enclosures 

cc: George Dials (DOE) 

tdo0 
D. Nichols 
tant Administrator 
Air and Radiation 



Enclosure 1 

40 CFR Part 194 Requiremeats ldeatifled By EPA As RequiriDI Additloaallafonuatloa iD 
DOE's CCA Prior to Aay Detenulnatioa or Completeaess by the Ageaey 

Content qf Compliance Certification Application 

194.14(a)(2) 
Part 194 requires that the CCA include for all geologic units within the disposal system the 
following general hydraulic characteristics: 

• hydraulic conductivity; 
• storage coefficient; 
• transmissivity; 
• permeability; 
• thickness; 
• matrix and fracture characteristics; and 
• hydraulic gradients. 

Section 2.2 of the CCA indicates that these characteristics have been evaluated for all geologic 
units in the disposal system. However, it is not apparent that all of the required information is 
presented. 

What follows is an incomplete table which presents information extracted from Chapters 2 and 6 
of the CCA and Room Q experiments (Domski et al., 1996) which DOE could revise to present 
the necessary information. This information should be provided (In the,table or other form) as 
part of the analysis documentation. 

Enclosure l Page 1 



COMPLETENESS DETERMJNA TION TABLE FOR 194.14(1)(1) 

Matrb: • 
Hydra•lie Stonae T ransmislivity Permeability nlekDeu 

and Hydraulic: Unit Conductivity Coemeient Fracture Gradituts 
Claar. 

Specific 
0 to 91 m capacity 

l0'10 m1 (2.2.1.4.2.2) Santa Rosa - 0.029 to 0.04t - (Table 6-24) 0.6to 78 m - -
liters/sec/meters 

(2.1.3.7) (2.2.1.4.2.2) 

149.3 m 
10"' m/s 5.01 x 10"17 m1 (Table 6-23) 2.2.1.4.2.1 Dewey Lake (2.2.1.4.2t) - - (Table 6-23) ts2m and 2.1.3.6 -

(2.1.3.6) 

17.3 m 
Sxlo-'to (6.4.6.5) 
3 x lo-' m1/s Om1 13 to 23m Forty·niner - - (Table 2-4 and (6.4.6.5) (Table 2-4 - -
2.2.1.4.l.S) and 

2.1.3.5.5) 

7.9m 

4 X 10"" to (2.2. 1.4.2) 

l x lo-'m1/s 6JI X 10"16 mJ 7to8.5 m 3 to6m/km Magenta - - (Table 2-4 and (Table 6-22) (Table 2-4, - (2.2.1.4.1.4) 
2.2.1.4.1.4) 2.1.3.5.4 

.' and Table6-
22) 

24.8m 

<2. 7 x 10"11 m1/s Om1 (6.4.6.3) 
Rustler Tamarisk - - (Table 2-4) (6.4.6.3) 26to 56m - -

(Table 2-4 
and 2.3.5.3) 

4to 11.6m 
t X IW to (Table2-4) 

2.1.3.5.2 
Culebra I x to-' m1/s 2.1 X JO·I4 mJ 7.7m(Table and -- - (Table 2-4 and (Table 6-18) 6-18) 

2.2.1.4.1.2) lim 
2.2.1.4 .1.2 

(2.1.3.5.2) 
.. 6 x IO"u to 2.9 X I 0"10 to 

t x Ut11 m/s 2.2 X IO"U ar/s 29to 38m 
uruwned (2.2.1.4.1.1) (Table2-4) 

Om1 (Table 
tower 1.5 x l 0"11 to - 2.9 X 10"10 to 

(6.4.6.1) 2-4 and - -member 1.2 x t0"11 m/s 2.4 x 10"10 m1/s 2.1.3.5.1) L.· 
(basil intaval) {basal interval) 

( l'·,' .. ,. ' (2.2.1.4.1.1) ( 2.2.1.4.1.1) 

\.,,:_/./ 
~-

Enclosure 1 . Page2 



COMPLETENESS DETERMINATION TABLE FOR 1,...14(•)(2) 

Mltril• 

Uait 
Hydr .. lk Stor•a• Traasmillivlty PermeabllltJ nlckaea IDd Hydn•lk 

Coad•cdvlty coemcieat Fnctun Crsdieats 
Cbu. 

Rustler-Salado Contact 3.2 x 10·11 to S.4 x 
Zone let' m2/s 3 to 18m 

0.27 to 7.4 (Table 2-4) (Table 2-4) - - 3.2 X 10''11to 8.6 X - 2.4 to33 m - mlkm 

let' m2/s (2.2.1.S.2) (2.2. t.S.2} 

(2.2.l.S.2) 

2.3 x 10·22 m' 
(penneability· 
thickness) 

Stol'llivity (Domsk.i et al. 

2. 7 x 10"22 m/s 2.1 X 1~ 1.3 x I 0"15 m 1/s 1996. Room 
Impure (Domsk.i et al. 

Spec. Storage (Domski et al. 
Q) 

upto600 m - I Halite 2.Sx 1~m·• lxl0"11 to4x 1996, Room Q) 
~m.ski et al. 

1996, Room Q) 
10"11 m2 (2.1.3.4) 

996, RoomQ) (2.2.1.3) 
1 ()"21 to 1 ()"24 

~; ml 

(Table 6-14) 

4.S X 10"21 m3 ~ 
(permeability-
thickness) 

Stol'llivity (Domski et al. 
Salldo 2 X 10"7 1996, Room i 

4.3 x IO"u m/s 
Spec. Storaae 

2.6 x 1 0"14 m2/s Q) I 

Anhydrite (Domski et al. 3.3x 1~m·• (Domsk.i et al. 
2 X 10"10 to 7 X Fig. 2..S Table6-16 

1996, Room Q) 
(Dom.ski et al. 

1996. Room Q) 
t0"11 m1 

t996, Room Q) (2.2.1.3) 
7.94 X t0"11 to 
10.21 ml 
(Table 6-tS) I 

7.94 X t0"11 to 

Storltivity 
l()"l' ml 

6.6 X 10"' (Table 6-15) 

Marker Bed 
).4 X 10"1! 

Spec. Stonge 
S.l x 10"14 m1/s 8.9 x t0"21 m' 

0.8Sm (Domski ct al. (Domski et al. (permeability· Tablc6-16 139 1996, Room Q) 
4.4 X 1()"7 m·l 

1996, Room Q) thicknc:ss) Fia. 2..a 
(Dom.ski et al. 

(Domski et al. 1996, Room Q) 
1996. Room 
Q) 

Disturbed Rock Zone 10"15 m2 I 
I - - - (Table 6-17) - - I 

' 
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COMPLETENESS DETERMINATION TABU JOR IM.I4(a)(2) 

Matri1 • 

Uait 
Hydraallc Storaae 

Traaa•iuiYity Per•eabllity Tbickleu and RydrauU 
Conductivity coemcleat Fracture GradieDt 

Cflar. 

Brine 
2 X 10"1

' to 2.1.3.3 and - - - Ul x 10"10 ml - 6.4.1 Pockets (Table 6-26) 
Castile 

Castile 
301m 

2.1.3.3 - - - - (2.1.3.3) 

1.1 x to·' to 3.h 2~ to 40 1,000 ft 
Bell Canyon 10"11 m/s - - - (2.2.1.2.1) - tv mile 

(2.2. I .2.1) 

Infonnarion needs to be provided in the CCA.. 

• Aspects of matrix c:batac:tcristic: are often considered in discussions in the text. The scc:tion reference. or lack of a 
section reference., in this column refers to fracture c:baractc:ristic:s. 

194.14(a)(l) 
Part 194 requires a description of the geoloiJY, geophysics, hydrogeoloiJY. hydroloiJY, and 
geochemistry of the disposal system and its vicinity and how these conditions are expected to 
change and interact over time. 

The CCA does not include updated information obtained from recent site investigation-related 
studies. The CCA states that "these recent studies ... provide detailed idformation necessary to 
construct the conceptual models," but does not summarize what these studies entailed and how 
they impact the understanding of site characteristics relative to older data. The CCA implies, on 
page 2-9, Section 2.1, that these data are included in Chapter 6 and associated appendices. 

The CCA should include more detailed information pertaining to the more recent studies so that 
an understanding of the site conditions and linkages of this information with the conceptual 
model development can be achieved In addition, the CCA should provide a discussion of newly 
acquired site-specific information (i.e .• information on Culebra and retardation studies 
presented at the 10111196 meeting between DOE and State of New Mexico representatives), and 
discuss how this information impacts site conceptual model development. 

194.14(a)(3) 
Part 194 states that the CCA must provide the presence and characteristics of potential pathways 
for transport of waste from the disposal system to the accessible environment iricluding, but not 
limited to: existing boreholes, solution features, breccia pipes, and other potentially permeable 

(2.2.1.2. I) 

features, such as interbeds. \ 
i 

.--/ 
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The CCA includes information pertaining to the Salado Fonnation marker bed presence and 
briefly describes these features in Chapter 3, OCR, and HYDRO. However the presence of pre
existing fractures within the marker beds is not addressed in sufficient detail to gain an 
understanding of the in-situ (i.e., pre -WIPP) fracture conditions within marker beds, from a 
geologic basis. CCA Section 6.4.5.2 addresses how the interbeds are "managed" in the PA, 
indicating, for example, that marker beds contain previous fractures that may be partially healed 
(Appendix MASS13.3 and PAR-36). However, the density, nature, and extent of fractures 
within marker beds, pertinent test results, etc., should be discussed in greater detail. 

The CCA should be revised to include a more detailed discussion regarding the nature, extent, 
geologic characteristics, etc., of pre-existing fractures within Salado Formation marker beds. 

Quality Assurance 

194.22(a)(2)(ili) 
Part 194 states that the CCA shall contain infonnation on the QA program applied to 
meteorologic characteristics. 

CCA Chapter 5 does not contain information on the QA program applied to meteorological 
characteristics. 

The CCA needs to include meteorological information or state why a QA program was not 
applied to meteorological characteristics. 

Models and ComQUter·Codes 
Part 194 requires that the CCA include a description of conceptual models and scenario 
construction used to support the CCA. In addition, Part 194 states that documentation of all 
models and computer codes. must be included. 

® 
There is a significant problem with the completeness of the CCA documentation that deals with 
the CCDF formalism and the codes that implement it. While the current versions of the 
formalis.m and codes may be doing exactly what is required of them, and while those intended 
activities may be what is needed for the P A, it is often difficult and sometimes impossible to 
determine what it is, exactly, that they are doing, and to verify that this is all happening as · 
intended. The documentation is, in places, too sparse to enable a reviewer to acquire a 
comprehensive understanding of the current form of the formalis.m and codes. 

DOE needs to provide documentation for the CCDF formalism and for the codes that implement 
it. Specific examples are provided below. 

\ 

\ / 
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194.l3(a)(l) 
Part 194 requires a description of the conceptual models and scenario construction used to 
support the CCA. 

No discussion is provided in the NUTS User's Manual of the numerical implementation of 
precipitation, or on colloidal preferential solubility. 

The CCA. needs to include(in the NUTS User's Manual) numerical implementation of 
precipitation, and colloidal preferential solubility information. 

194.2J(a)(2) 
Part 194 requires a description of plausible, alternative conceptual model(s) seriously considered 
but not used, and an explanation of the reason( s) why such model(s) was not deemed to 
accurately portray performance of the disposal system. 

( l) While the application describes the conceptual models used for cuttings, cavings, and 
spallings, there is little discussion of any alternative models that may have been evaluated. 

The CCA. needs to provide a more complete discussion of alternative models seriously 
considered This comment also applies to all model conceptualization in the CCA P A. If there 
are no other plausible, alternative models, this should be stated cleat'ly in the CCA. 

{2) The Culebra is described as having heterogeneous transmissivity (CCA page 6-124, line 2-3) 
and uniform porosity (CCA page 6-129, line 20-26). Given the fact that flow in the Culebra is 
conceptualized as being predominantly in fractures, the porosity should vary with hydraulic 
conductivity (and transnlissivity since the thickness is constant). 

Future changes in the Culebra transmissivity due to dissolution need to be discussed, or reasons 
need to be given for discounting this alternative conceptualization of the Culebra. 

194.23( a )(J)(i) 
Part 194 requires that documentation be provided to substantiate that conceptual models and 
scenarios reasonably represent possible future states of the disposal system. 

In the Design Document specification for Appendix CCDFGF, the map of 144 specific locations 
to model for intrusions implies that location-specific probabilities were used to ascertain whether 
brine would be encountered at each of these locations. Yet, the documentation in Appendix 
MASS implies that a fixed value near 8% was used for all locations. 

The CCA. needs to clat'ify the inconsistency between site-specific brine information and the fixed 
SOAvalue. 
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194.23(a)(3)(il) 
Part 194 requires that mathematical models incorporate equations and boundary conditions 
which reasonably represent the mathematical formulation of the conceptual models. 

The Design Document in Appendix CCDFGF includes a discussion of entity EN2 which does 
not reveal how release estimates are calculated or how interpolation is used. It also lacks detailed 
explanations of the equations which assign releases to cases with multiple E 1, multiple E2 and 
multiple El E2 type intrusions. In addition, the Design Document discussions of cuttings; 
blowout, and spallings releases provide insufficient information about how the actual releases are 
calculated. Only thumbnail sketches of how releases could be calculated are provided. It is not 
sufficient to list variables with no text discussion as to their derivation, meaning and limitations. 

The CCA needs to provide pertinent documentation to support mathematical assumptions made. 

t94.23(a)(3)(iii) 
Part 194 requires that numerical models provide numerical schemes which enable the 
mathematical models to obtain stable solutions. 

The NUTS User's Manual contains numerous errors and omissions in the derivation of 
equations. Until these errors are corrected by a careful analysis of the source code for the 
computer program, a thorough determination of technical adequacy will not be possible. 

The user's manual should be updated to include more complete equations. The following errors 
and omissions should be co"ected: 

• Page 29, Section 4.3.8, equations 4.37-4.39 are inco"ect. 

• Page 38, Section 4 .. 4. J, last paragraph: states that "we will discretize the equations in 
general ... " when, in fact, the equations are wrinen for a fully implicit case only. 

• Page 40, equation 4. 79: ~ft is never defined Further, the equation seems like it is wrinen 
only for linear adsorption unless ~Ji taus on a more complex meaning. 

• Page 54, Section 4.5. /, this section defers details of colloid transport to ALGEBRA 
calculations and then states that maximum concentrations of colloid particulates are 
added to dissolved concentrations to estimate net mobilization. Equations are required 
here, detailing colloidal transport from generally accepted theories and noting the 
assumptions made to reduce it into the form being solved by NUTS, which should also be 
.presented 

~ 

,®·· . ..., . . . . 

< IV! . 
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194.23(a)(3)(iv) 
Part 194 requires that computer codes accurately implement the numerical models; i.e., 
computer codes must be free of coding errors and must produce stable solutions. 

(1) There is not enough information to evaluate the testing ofthe SECOTP2D analytical solution 
developed for DOE (page 60 of the SECO User's Manual). In addition, the application is 
missing the FORTRAN code used by DOE to implement this analytical solution. 

The CCA needs to provide this code, as well as documentation that the code has been tested 

(2) The CCA documentation does not provide sufficient information to verify that the grid 
geometry used in the BRAG FLO calculations produce stable and accurate .results. 

The DOE needs to perform and document a grid convergence evaluation to verify that 
BRAG FLO and NUTS (NUTS uses the same grid to transport actinides) calculate accurate and 
stable results. The grid convergence evaluation should halve the grid spacing in BRAG FLO, 
and use a flow field with fast velocities to analyze particle transport calculated in NUl'S. 

l94.23(e) 
Part 194 requires documentation of all models and computer codes used in performance 
assessment calculations to be included in the application. 

No testing or documentation was presented for the computer code SEC03D, the three 
dimensional version of the SECO code. 

The CCA needs to provide testing documentation related to this code, since this code was used to 
develop the regional flow mode/that supports the use of a 2D model, as well as used in the FEP 
selection process to decide that the SECO two dimensional code is adequate for the CCA 
calculations. 

l94.23(e)(2) 
Part 194 requires that the CCA include detailed instructions for executing the computer codes, 
including hardware and software requirements, input and output formats, listings of input and 
output files from a sample computer run, etc. 

(1) Only brief file descriptions are provided in the SECO User's Manual. 

These files must be thoroughly documented in order for EPA to perform independent testing of 
the SECOFL2D and SECOTP2D codes. ··.·-..--. .. 

@5' 
~_.c 1/ ' 
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(2) Many of the input variables for NUTS are not adequately described in the NUTS User's 
Manual or in the derivation of equations in CCA Section 4. Poorly documented input variables 
include the followina: 

• Page 82, ADSEXPCOEFF: Not clearly defined Is it~ of equation 4.9I? Is it X1 of 
equation 4.28? 

• Page 86, MAT_ WASTE: Is input on line 12 as well as 13? 

• Page 88: Entire page on solubility input parameters is not comprehensible, since this 
topic is not discussed earlier. What relations are input to the table? How is it used? 

• Page 89: "Co"elation Polynomial" {input at Line II] is not discussed earlier. 

• Page 89: "Contact handled inventory, remote handled inventory" {input at Line 12] is 
not discussed earlier. How is this implemented in the formulation and the code? 

• Page 89: "Gas·liquid equilibrium line" {input at line 1 J] is not discussed earlier in the 
formulation. 

• Page 99, top of page: Input on normalization factors is not discussed earlier. 

• Page 106: Input on normalization factors not discussed earlier. 

• Page 108: "Velocity scaling" for colloidal transport not discussed earlier, and no 
formulation is supplied 

(3) Many of the input and output variables for NUTS are not adequately described in the NUTS 
RDNVP or in the derivation of equations. Examples of poorly documented input variables 
include the following: 

• Page 51: What is R,l It is not defined anywhere. 

• Page 147: In the output file, CSRC and MVCPG need to be explained 

(4) NUTSIRDNVP Test Case #S needs a figure depicting the conceptual model that is being 
simulated. 

Titles for the columns need to be provided on CCA page 361. 

(S) CCA page 374: Is this a mass conserved simulation? How were the two l·D analytical 
solutions linked? 

® 
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Please discuss. A conceptual figure Is also needed 

(6) NUTS Validation Document, page 1205: oscillations in the concentration profile need 
explanation. 

Please discuss the physical reason for these oscillations. 

(7) GRASP-INV User's Manual: It is unclear whether pilot points were treated as noise-free. 

If the pilot points were not treated as noise-free. then the User ·s Manual and CCA need to 
document how the standard deviation of the noise was computed In addition, the rationale for 
determination of the values ofkriged estimate errors at pilot point locations needs to be 
documented 

194.l3(c)(4) 
Part 194 requires detailed descriptions of data collection procedures, sources of data, data 
reduction and analysis, and code input parameter development. 

( 1) With respect to the flow and transport properties of the Culebra the CCA states, .. The more 
recent tracer test program consisted of single-well injection-withdrawal tests and multi-well 
convergent flow tests." However, no references to this work are provided. In addition, the 
statement on CCA page 3 of Attachment 15-1 indicates that detailed descriptions of distribution 
coefficient laboratory studies and complete test results would appear in SNL reports by the time 
of submission of the CCA. 

Since the results of these tests are used to support critical components sf the conceptual model 
(e.g .• matrix diffusion). it is not possible to evaluate the technical adequacy of the conceptual 
model without reviewing the actual test analysis. The CCA needs to identify where the field 
tracer and laboratory tests have been analyzed, including the analyses that justify the cross 
correlations for the Culebra transport parameters. 

(2) Appendix MASS (Attachment 13-2) discusses the symmetry of intact rock properties and the 
orientation of possible gas pressure-induced fracture properties around the WIPP. However, 
there is insufficient information submitted in the CCA to suppon the assumption of radial 
uaiform fracturing. Radial uniform fracturing will tend to minimize the potential transport 
distances and, since fracturing is only assumed to occur in the anhydrite marker beds, there is no 
chance that intercommunication of overlying units will occur by vertically extending fractures;®-M""-· '"· ...... 

The CCA needs to include documentation to support the assumption of radical uniform 
fracturing. · 

(3) It appears that the anhydrite fracture model is simulated using a matriX porosity foi'Dl\IL&atl, 
instead of a classic fracture formulation. The use of the matrix porosity formulationlflb~ltly 
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assumes a high fracture density; however, there appears to be no field fracture data to support the 
DOE approach. 

The CCA needs to provide information which demonstrates that DOE's implementation of the 
anhydrite fractul'e conceptual model is appropriate. 

(4) None of the references pertaining to the fracturing of the anhydrite marker beds describe how 
the actual data values were derived. 

The CCA needs to include a quantitative argument as to why a highly simplified conceptual 
. model is sufficient to model fracturing of the anhydrite marker beds. In addition, a detailed 
description of the actual data pertaining to the fractul'e properties (e.g., how was the data were 
obtained, uncertainties, limitations, etc.) is need 

( S) Appendix TFIELD: The calibrated fit to the head data is not clear and appears questionable 
in some cases. Only averages of residuals are presented for steady state head data, and transient 
data plots give no indication of the expected measurement errors. Also, a number of 
explanations regarding transient data mismatches need clarification: shafts were modeled as a 
pressure boundary instead of a flux boundary; not all pump tests were included in the fit; and 
Storativity is not constant across the site as modeled. 

The CCA needs to discuss in detail and clarify the head residuals. More than averages for 
steady state are needed, and the size of the residuals should be assessed relative to the expected 
statistical e"or. The physical explanations for residual mismatches should be explained 

194.23(e)(6) 
Part 194 requires an explanation of the manner in which models and computer codes incorporate 
the effects of parameter correlation. 

Appendix MASS identifies the Culebra dolomite as an equivalent homogeneous fractured media 
''with no parameter cross-correlations." 

The CCA needs to provide information to support the claim of no parameter co"elations, 
including the lack of no co"elation between fracture spacing and surface area. In addition, 
Figure 1 needs to include co"esponding parameter values and a listing of where each data 
value and associated a:nolysis can be located in supporting references. 

Waste Cluzractgizqtjon 

194.24(a) 
Part 194 requires DOE to provide information on the chemical, radiological and physical 
composition of waste proposed disposal at WIPP. The information must include waste 
components and their approximate quantities in the waste. 
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(1) The CCA does not provide data on the inventory of the organic compounds, phosphate, 
acetate, citrate, oxalate, or EDTA. DOE has indicated that these components are "negligible" or 
"not used" in perfol'Dl811Ce assessment (Tables WCA-3 and WCA-4), implying that identification 
of these materials is not necessary. Nevertheless, this determination was made based upon 
assumed quantities and reactions, which would appear to necessitate an understanding of the 
quantities of these waste components present in the waste inventory. 

The CCA needs to provide information pertaining to the estimated inventory of organic 
compounds, phosphate, and potential organic ligand. 

(2) The CCA omits data concerning radionuclides Iodine 129, Technetium 99 and Tin 126, as 
well as data on total alpha activity. 

These radionuclides were identified as importanJ in 40 CFR 191 Appendix A; therefore, the 
inventory should be addressed in the CCA. 

(3) TWBIR states that stored radionuclide inventories for Argonne National Laboratory-East, 
Argonne National Laboratory-West and Teledyne-Brown Engineering were not reported. 

Provide the inventory data for Argonne National Laboratory-East and West, and Teledyne
Brown Engineering. 

194.24(e) 
Part 194 requires DOE to provide information on the limiting values for individual waste 
components identified in 194.24(b )(2), and the associated uncertainty for each limiting value, of 
the total inventory of waste proposed for disposal in WIPP. 

It is not clear from Appendix WCL which waste components are being limited. Further, the ®', 
waste components seem to be screened out solely because of insignificant quantity in the 
inventory. 

The CCA needs to provide consistent reporting of waste. limits and their associated uncertainties. 
In addition, WCL should specify actual inventory values for each waste component. 

194.24(e)(l) 
Part 194 requires DOE to demonstrate that for the total inventory of waste proposed for disposal, 
the WIPP complies with the numeric requirements of section 194.34 for the waste component 
limits previously identified, and for the plausible combinations of upper and lower limits of such 
waste components that could result in the greatest release. 

While CCA Section 4.2.2 states "This following discussion is responsive to the criteria at 40 
CFR 194.24(c)(l) ... " it does not address the requirements of l94(c)(l). 
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'1111 CCA slttnlld IPJCludf a dt~crlptlort qf:, 

• the plt~~~~lble combbuJttoN ofupptr cmdlowtr llmtt1 ofwt~~tt 11114 tltetr Dlloollltfd 

llll'"'*'''i 
• a ratttHtQlt for thr 11lrctto.• of tltlll comblruulon.r,· 

• till ruultl of the modtlm,· ram of tit. codt u.rtrw Wllwr to lrtpUt param~ter~ 
co"upondlnr to Wllur1 o/wtlltf comptmrntl /btfd at thr llmtttng vtdw1: 

• a demoltiii'Gtlort that t1rf tuultl of till aMiy1ll .rltow tlult t1l1 dlsJiomlqltl7rt complies 
with tltl mm&~rlt: rtqub>tmlllll rmdN thul t:Ortdltioru; and 

• docluncntarlon tlttlt tlt1 CO!,.hu.rtion oft/Mil llllctld llmlt1 rutilt1 t11 '"' ,.,attlt 
utti'IUIIIII rrlrfllt. 

194.24(c)(3) 
Ptrt 194 requiret DO! to providiiDformatiOil that de.moDSttatet that tho use ofprooess 
Jmowlcdae to quantity cotrq;o~iea·:a jn the wasle propotecS for cUaposal coa.f'orma with QA 
requirematl in section 194.22. 

I 

The CCA diecuaea "acctptable knowledse" In lieu ofproeeu Jmowtedae, and rettrleeveral 
limes to the Appendbt W AP for the ~table lalowlodae waste obaracterization d.etaila. 
HoMver. the Appendix WAP, Al>Pe.ndix C9, does not tpeclflcally address acceptable kDowledae 
wute oharlctfrizltion for nd.lole.poal perametln. 

r;,, CCA 1hould Pf'O\'Idl detalka docummtarlon that IJMtfllcally addrr~s•• wtllll 
cllaracttrl.ralfon via DCcepta&/1 browl1dgl/or radloloflctzl paramtter1. ~E 11lould ,u.,, 
rlu:Jt Q/11M}ol' tlfmtlltl pruentld III.APJifrtdbt JYAP artd Append~% C9 tll'l addr~tlld. 

194J4(e)(4) 
Part 194 requlret DOE to providf.! infonnation that d.etuonstratea that a system or controls bas 
boen aDd wUl be cootiDue to be hoplememed to CODikm. that the total amount of each waste 
components will not exceed ettahlished limit! under 194.24(c). 

. . ~ 

(1) A11ho\llh the CCA briefly di::cusset the WlPP Waste Information System (WWIS), ®· 
Additional lufomatio~ iJ requeatr~. · 

Thtl CC4 should provtd1 l'lf/omu:'fton on tht 1tatu1 and lmpl11n11.ratlon of tM WWIS, tU wtll as · 
ilfformatton on "automatic limit, ,.ange. and Q.4 cltecb; auroi'IUIIIc ''PD'' ,,,,.atiorr ...• •• 
dmaba~e stC111Ity, I'Mndl"' dara.;cu, lntrgrlty and mtlkt11g chlmgu to the data. 
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(~)Although the CCA briefly addresses the general aspects (i.e., QAPD, QAPP, QAPjP, audits, 
surveillances, SOPs, ~DPs) of the systems for maintaining centralized control over the waste 
characterization activities and the authorization of grants to generator sites tO characterize and 
ship waste to WIPP, some of the systems discussed do not address radiological waste 
characterization activities. For example, Page 4-48, Paragraph 3, discusses waste stream profile 
fonns (WSPF) which do not include radiological waste characterization elements. 

The CCA needs to provide infor17Ultion on systems for maintaining centralized control over the 
waste characterization activities which fully address radiological waste characterization 
activities. 

(3) The CCA does not include any discussion on maintaining chain of custody over the waste 
and waste records from the point of characterization to the point of disposal. 

The CCA should provide a discussion on 17Ulintaining chain of custody over the waste and waste 
records from the point of characterization to the point of disposal. 

( 4) The CCA does not include a discussion on the control procedures for the receipt of waste, 
which includes provisions for records and shipment surveys, acceptance and emplacement of 
waste, and provisions for dealing with non-conforming waste and waste records. 

The CCA should provide a discussion on the controls currently in place for receipt of waste 
which include provisions for records and shipment surveys, acceptance and emplacement of 
waste, and provisions for dealing with non-conforming waste and waste records. 

( 5) The CCA does not provide evidence which substantiates that waste components for which 
inventory limits were set are monitored, controlled and accounted for in a systematic and 
traceable manner. 

The CCA should provide evidence that substantiates that waste components for which inventory 
limits were set are monitored, controlled and accounted for in a systematic and traceable 
manner. 

194.24(1) 
Part 194 requires DOE to provide information that demonstrates that the inventory of waste 
emplaced in the disposal system complies with the limitation on transuranic waste described in 
the WIPP L W A. 

The CCA describes the limits imposed by the L W A, but the data in the CCA do not support a 
determination of whether the waste inventory meets these limits. There is no information in the 
CCA describing the RH waste surface dose rate. 
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The CCA should provide information on how DOE Is addressing o/1/imitotlons specified in the 
LWA. 

Future State AssumQ(ions ®'\ 
194.25 (b)(l) . . .··. 

Part 194 requires DOE to consider futures states. and document the effects of potential futwe 
hydrogeologic, geologic, and climatic conditions on the disposal system over the regulatory time 
frame. 

The CCA includes the impact assessment of increasing precipitation in the Culebra member. 
However, Dewey Lake Formation has not been assessed. 

DOE should provide the impoct assessment on the effects of the potentiol chonges to 
hydrogeologic conditions on the Dewey Lake Formotion. The potentlol chonges on 
precipltotion, rechorge, hydroulic grodient, ond chorocteristics needs to be included 

Scoae q,(Performance Assessments 

194.3l(a) 
Part 194 states that performance assessments shall consider deep drilling that may affect the 
disposal system during the regulatory time frame. 

The connection of a Castile brine reservoir with repository waste panels bas long been 
recognized as one of the most severe challenges to performance assessment. Scenarios 
concerning brine reservoirs are included in the CCA but their assumed ebaracteristics are much 
different than those observed at WIPP-12, located less than 2,000 meters north of the waste 
panels. The principal difference is the size ofbrine reservoirs assumed. WIPP-12 bas an 
estimated volume of2. 7 x 106m3• while brine reservoir volumes used in the CCA ranged from 1.6 
x 105 m3 to 3.2 x 104m3, with a median of8 x 10" m3

• DOE's rationale in the CCA for using 
smaller reservoirs is that larger ones would be depleted by multiple intrusion boreholes that do 
not strike waste. The median pore compressibility value used in the CCA (1.15 x 1 o·• Pa'1) is 
similar to the constant value used for WIPP-12 (1.45 x Hr'Pa-1

). The volume of brine that would 
flow to the surface from a brine reservoir is: 

Yolume to Surface = Reservoir Volume x Pore Compressibility 
Pressure Drop 

For WIPP-12 the volume to the surface and pressure drop were known from field observations,.---·
and thus the volume of the reservoir ~es the pore compressibility could be calculated to be 1.9i'· ' ) 
x 10·2 m3 Pa·1• For the median values used in the CCA, this prOduct is only 9.2 x 10"' (2.3% o~ / 
the value for WIPP-12). The assumptions used in the CCA lead to a maximum release to the ·· . 
surface from an E1E2 scenario (1,000 year time for first intrusion) of about 21 m3 (see Fig. 
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· SA·20 in Appendix SA). 

The CCA needs to provide: . 

• A detailed, quantitative argument justifying the conclusion that larger depressurized 
reservoirs are less of a problem than smaller. fully pressurized ones. 

• A detailed, quantitative argument supporting the reservoir depletion assumptions used; 

• Justification for the probabilities selected for the different reservoir volumes used 

In addition, the computer models and specific modeling assumptions used to calculate the results 
obtained need to be made available in a usable form for reviewers. 

194.3l{e) 
Part 194 states that performance assessments need to include an analysis of the effects on the 
disposal system of any activities that occur in the vicinity of the disposal system prior to disposal 
and are expected to occur in the vicinity of the disposal system soon after disposal. Such 
activities may include existing boreholes and the development of any existing leases that can be 
reasonably expected to be- developed in the near future, including boreholes and leases that may 
be used for fluid injection activities. 

CCA Table 6-6 (Section 6.3.1) indicates a FEP "effects of explosions" to which it refers to 
Section 6.4.5.3 for explanation. Section 6.4.5.3 does not explain this FEP. 

The CCA needs to provide information on the "effects of explosions" FEP. 

194.3l{e) 
Part 194 states that the CCA needs to include information that identities all potential processes, 
events or sequences and combinations of processes and events that may occur during the 
regulatory time frame and may affect the disposal system. 

( 1) The CCA indicates that panel seals will prevent brine flow and radionuclide transport 
between panels, but fails to justify such effectiveness. 

The CCA needs to include documentation that justifies the effectiveness of the panel seals in 
preventing brine flow and radionuclide transport between panels. 

{2) CCA Section SCR 3.3.1: Neither the CCA nor the referenced FEP screening package in the 
Sandia Records Center (as of December 3, 1996) include a referenced study by Stoelzel and 
O'Brien (1996) (reference #611) which details modeling performed to assess the salt water 
disposal and water flooding activities outside of the WIPP L W A area. 

® 
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DOE ra11tb to provld1 tlds1'fpol't. 

l9 • .34(b) 
Part 194 requires that probebillt)' diatributiona for uncertain dispoaall)'atem plflmeter values 
used in pertormmc:e uaessmenta !lball be developed. aod documented. in any complianc:e 
application. 

' ' 

Many of 'Che dlsaibutlOD f\mcdonl deacriblq cbe paramecert UHd Ia tbe WIPP PA (Appeodlx 
PAR) are uawned co be uniform (1.1., have equal prob&bilky for occarreoce of each value of 
the parameter 'ft'UbJn tbe rup bettwoen tbe miDimUm ud IDIIimuJa valuea for the paraase~tr). 
DOE 1w employed uniform disuitnltioaa for 10m1 parameter seta, aa lbowD. iD tbe Table 
below, wbm IUd1 a ulectioa ·~ DOt be wurantld. Tbit 11 paniculatly uuo for the 
cllstrilNdon coefftcienca (ltd' a) of Am, h. Th, and U. TypiQIJJ)', dlltribu.tlon coefftcients are 
mported u loa uaifonn diltrftnlti.oua becauae of tbe Jarp raaae in tbelr value~. Uae of 
uDlform cUaUibutlona, by c:onttu t, raulta ID relatively hilb meu.ltd value~ which, ia tum, 
wouldleld to uoder-eetimldou of rcleuca of radtonuclidea reacbJDa tbe aceetSible 
e11vironmeut. Por dloae parameter seta where the raqeb lar&e (I.e., wbere max value/min 
valUI > 10), tbl approprilfeDell!, of adopdrl& a uniform distribution lbould be clemODJtrattd. 

Thl JoUuwfnl at1 ptJTCJmttlrt /Dr' which DOE Mlds to proviU jiUiflfctztlon for rill .Jillcrion of 
&UJij'orm paramGIT dl.rtrlbuttolli: 

lD. AUT£ PATUMmR 
S41 Stll4do Hali11 COMPRCK 
32~ Bklwout Pm'DU 
~154 Borrholc TAUFAlL 
3914 CulfbnJ MINPFAC 
J487 O.ltbra APOROS 
J47S U(VI) MKDU 
34'19 U(IV) MKDU .... ~~'\.'1< .... + .. 

,, 

3480 PU(lll) MKDPU @, 3481 PU(ll? MKDPU 
3478 17l(IV) MKDTH 
J.fiZ AM(I11) MKDAM 
J246 Blowollt PARTDIA 

.4.J a particular example of the rteecl to ex:plaln the buis for selectiq parameter <Uatribudona, 
paae PAR 118,liaet4-6, detcr::bel tbe b .. la for the parameter TAUFAIL u profe11ional 
judaznent. Tbe CCA does not provide Ill)' mtormation aupponinl d1e acceptabUity of tll1s 
dlacriburion or tbe ranae aelecte~l. In fact, use of a wdform distribwion for this raqe of 

::-""':""':"~:-"-----·---------------~~ / Em;lOI\U'e l Pep 17\ "' · 
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values (O.OS-10) may be inappropriate. Page PAR 8 (lines 9·10) in AppeDdix PAR states that 
•use of the loguniform distribution is appropriate when all that is known about a parameter is 
its range (a, b). aDd 8/ A> > 10; tbat is, the range (a, b) spans many orders of magnitude." 'In 
this case, 8/A = 200. 

DOE needs to provide an explanation as to wiry a uniform distribution was selected when the 
guidance suggests that a loguniform distribution is more appropriate. 

Actiye Institutional Controls 

194.41(1) 
Part 194 states that the CCA should include detailed descriptions of proposed active institutional 
controls, the controls' location. and the period of time the controls are proposed to remain active. 
Assumptions pertaining to active institutional controls and their effectiveness in terms of 
preventing or reducing radionuclide releases should be supported by such descriptions. 

The implementation time line and the description of active institutional controls do not outline 
the process for implementing and maintaining AICs. 

The CCA should include a list or time line that outlines the major AIC milestones and actions 
that will taken to protect the repository in the pre- and post-closure phases. The CCA should 
describe how long each individuDJ measure will continue to be effective, how it will be actively 
maintained, and cite empirical evidence which supports the periods of times asserted for 
effectiveness. For instance, when the Department asserts that a perimeter fence will be 
maintained for a minimum of 100 years, the Department should also identify minimum 
requirements for fence performance, how this will be inspected/determined, and how often and 
by what mechanism maintenance or replacement will be performed '' , ..... 

MOIJitorin& . ® 
194.42(a) 
Part 194 requires DOE to conduct an analysis of the effects of disposal system parameters on the 
containment of waste in the disposal system. The results of this analysis should be used to 
develop pre-closure and post-closure monitoring plans. 

The CCA provides a list of parameters that were analyzed for their effects on the containment of 
waste and on the verification of performance assessment predictions. This analysis ranks the 
parameters as having high. medium or low effect on the containment of waste and the 
verification of performance assessment predictions. The CCA provides no explanation or 
documentation regarding the methodology for assigning the high. medium and low designations 
to the various disposal system parameters analyzed. 
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The Department need.r to provide the methodology by which the various disposal system 
parameters were designated as having high, medium or low effects on the containment of waste 
and the verification of perfor11UJnce assessment predictions. 

Consideration of Under&round Source q(Drinkinr Wqter 

Part 194 states that DOE should consider all underground soW"Ces of drinking water in the 
accessible environment that are expected to be affected by the disposal system over the 
regulatory time frame. Part 194 goes on to say "In determining whether underground soW"Ces of 
drinking water are expeeted to be affected by the disposal system, underground interconnections 
among bodies of surface water, ground water, and underground sources of drinking water shall 
be considered." 

CCA Chapter 8 and Appendix USDW do not show the location ofUSDWs. 

The CCA needs to include appropriate maps of USDWs using plan views with iriformation such 
as township, range, and estimated latitude and longitude of the center of the USDW. 

.>'IT-"-'::11-·-·-

t<~ 
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Enclosure 2 

Items Identified By EPA As Not Being Sumciently Addressed In the CCA and Requiring 
Additional Information 

Content czfComoliance Certjfication $plicqtjon 

194.14(a)(l) 
Section 194.14(a)(2) requires that a description be provided of the " ... geochemistry of the 
disposal system and its vicinity and how these conditions are expected to change and interact 
over the regulatory time frame." 

Section 6.4.3.4 &.5 of the Compliance Certification Application (CCA) provides solubility 
values for dissolved actinides in Castile and Salado brine. Both plutonium and americium are 
much more soluble in Salado brine than in Castile brine. The assumption is made that, in any 
scenario involving a Castile brine reservoir, all of the brine in the waste panel will be Castile 
brine. 

DOE needs to provide a justification of this assumption. 

194.14(a)(l) 
Section 194.14(a)(2) also requires "a description of the ... hydrology ... of the disposal system and 
its vicinity and how these conditions are expected to change and interact over the regulatory time 
frame." This is to include the estimated vertical flow of groundwater for each geological unit 
expected to transmit radionuclides to the accessible environment during the regulatory time 
frame. 

Section 2.2.1.1 of the CCA discusses the conceptual model for regional groundwater flow around 
the WIPP. However, estimated vertical flow of groundwater into and between these transmissive 
units is not provided. This estimation of vertical flow includes estimates of infiltration at the 
surface and into immediate underlying geologic units. 

DOE needs to include: 1) the estimated infiltration at the surface and to the Dewey Lake; and 2) 
the estimated vertical flow of groundwater into other transmissive units within the area 
surrounding the WIPP. 

Models and Computer Codu 

194.l3(a)(l) 
Section l94.23(a)(l) requires a description of the conceptual models and scenario construction. 

. . /~--, 

While Appendix MASS: Attachments 15-2, 15-8 and 15-9 describe the transport of colloids~<.'' ~;"'•) 
the Culebra, more information is required to justify the assumptions made regarding these \.~ :/ 
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transport mechanisms. Specifically, Attachment 1 5·2 concludes with the following, "In 
SUIJlilW)', a particular colloid will be modeled in one of two ways depending on the colloids 
dominant retardation mechanism. If sorption is the dominant mechanism, the colloid will be 
treated nearly the same as a dissolved actinide, see Table 1. However, if filtration is the 
dominant retardation mechanism, matrix diffusion will be disabled and the decay constant will 
be used to filter out colloids. or course other combinations are possible should a particular 
colloid require special consideration." This approach appears to treat the migration of colloids in 
the same manner as other radionuclides and does not address the special concerns related to the 
facilitative transport associated with colloids (e.g., colloids can move faster than the bulk 
velocity of the groundwater). · 

The Department needs to provide information to justify treating the transport of colloids and 
radionuclides in the same manner. In addition, the information on filtration versus sorption 
needs to be clarified, specifically how the filtration properties of crushed dolomite compare with 
fractures in the Culebra, or how the effects of filtration were separated from those of sorption. 

194.23(a)(l) & 194.23(a)(2) 
Sections 194.23(a)(l) and 194.23(a)(2) require a description of the conceptual models and 
alternative plausible conceptual models and an explanation of the reason why such alternative 
models were not deemed accurate. 

Appendix MASS states "The conceptual model used in perfonnance assessment for groundwater 
flow in the Culebra treats the Culebra as a confined two-dimensional aquifer with constant 
thickness and spatially varying transmissivity." The treatment of the Culebra as a fully confined 
system is contradictory .to the modeling results presented by Corbett and Knupp (CCA Reference 
No. 147) which indicate on PageS that "Vertical leakage may contribute as little asS% or more 
than SO% of the total inflow to the portion of the Culebra that lies within the WIPP-site 
boundary." 

The Department needs to provide additional support for the use of a fully confined system for the 
conceptual model, including information on why the Culebra should not be treated as unconfined 
(an alternative conceptualization) in certain areas. 

194.23(a)(3)(1) 
Section 194.23(a)(3)(1) requires that "conceptual models and scenarios reasonably represent 
possible future states of the disposal system." 

As an essential component of the conceptual models, DOE bas introduced MgO as a chemical 
additive to buffer the chemistry of the radionuclides so as to lower the pH and thus their 
solubility, and thereby limit transport. The Department states in Appendix BACK that 

/., .... ,~-·"j .... 

approximately two times the amount ofMgO needed to absorb the maximum expected C02 _ .• ·-·-, 

generated will be emplaced in the disposal rooms. The Department, however, has not provided 
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documentation in the CCA verifying that the expected chemical reaction will in fact progress as 
expected and completely absorb the col generated. 

The Department needs to provide experimental evidence to support these assumptions. 

194.l3(a)(3)(1) 
Section 194.23(a)(3}(1} requires documentation that "the conceptual models and scenarios 
reasonably represent possible future states of the disposal system." 

In Appendix BACK, the Department states that bags of cellulose or plastic will protect the MgO 
from premature exposure to the atmosphere without providing supporting evidence. 

The Department needs to provide evidence that C02 will not diffuse through or otherwise 
penetrate the bags during the operational phase and reduce the post-closure capability of the 
MgO. 

194.l3(a)(3)(ii) 
Section 194.23(a)(3)(ii) requires documentation that the "mathematical models incorporate 
equations and boundary conditions which represent that mathematical formulation of the 
conceptual models." 

The BRAG FLO User's Manual is unclear on how the effects of wicking are integrated into the 
mathematical model. · 

The Department needs to clarify the incorporation of wicking into the mathemtltical model. 

194.l3(a)(3)(iv) 
Section 194.23(a)(3)(iv) requires documentation that the " ... computer codes are free of coding 
errors and produce stable results." 

One feature of the SECOFL2D computer code (SECO User's Manual) that was not tested was 
that the code implements the transition from a regional grid to a local grid. 

The Department needs to devise a test of this key component and document the accuracy of the 
bilinear interpolQ/ion scheme for bolh boundaries and properties. 

194.l3(a)(3)(iv) 
Section 194.23(a)(3)(iv) requires "computer models accurately implement the numerical models" 
and are free of coding errors and produce stable results. 

Appendix PAR identifies the assigned values for both longitudinal and transverse dispersivity in 
the Culebra as 0.0. Although this value would appear to lead to conservative results by reducing 
the amount of surface area available for matrix diffusion, there is insufficient evidence presented 
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. in the CCA that the SECOTP code will provide stable solutions at such low dispersivities. In 
fact, in a letter from James McCord to James Ramsey (Sandia National Lab), provided as an 
attachment to the Parameter Record Package for non-Salado longitudinal dispersivity, Or. 
McCord states "Assuming that the numerical codes used correctly solve the governing partial 
differential equations, simulations using local dispersivities less than or equal to 2 m will yield 
results consistent with field scale dispersive spreading observations as reported by Gelhar et al. 
(1992)." 

The Department needs to provide evidence that the numerical solver method implemented in the 
SECOTP code correctly solves the partial differential equations at dispersivities of 0. 0 over the - ...... 
range of Courant numbers used in the CCA. ' ®~ 

194.23(a)(3)(iv) 
Section 194.23(a)(3)(iv) requires "computer models accurately implement the numerical 
models." 

In regard to the BRAGFLO computer code, Appendix MASS states "Approximating convergent 
and divergent flow around the intrusion borehole and the shaft creates two narrow necks in the 
otherwise fairly uniform width grid in the region representing the repository. In the undisturbed 
performance scenario and under certain conditions in other scenarios, flow in the repository may 
pass laterally through these necks. In reality, these necks do not exist. Their presence in the 
model is expected to have a negligible or conservative impact on model predictions compared to 
predictions that would result from use of a more realistic model geometry." The text further 
states that "The time scale involved and the permeability contrast between the repository and 
surrounding rock are sufficient that lateral flow that may occur in the repository is restricted by 
the rate at which liquid gets into or out of the repository, rather than tho rate at which it flows 
through the repository." To support this contention, a grid study comparing a two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional model was performed and included as MASS Attachment 4-1. The results 
of this analysis indicate that under undisturbed performance the grids would provide similar 
answers. However, the models were parameterized such that, in both cases, brine did not flow up 
the borehole following an intrusion and therefore, the adequacy of the grid under disturbed 
conditions cannot be evaluated. 

The Department needs to provide a similar analysis that is representative of an intrusion 
scenario in which brine reaches the Culebra. That is, the pressures in the repository have to be 
high enough so brine from the repository reaches the Culebra. 

194.23( c)(l) 
Section 194.23( c )(2) requires, among other things, " ... reports on code verification, 
benchmarking, validation, and quality assurance procedures." 

The Requirements Document and the Verification and Validation Plan for t:Pe NUTS computer 
code establishes the criterion that "the integrated sum of releases passing any point of interest 
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should be less than the integrated release from the repository." However, this does not prove that 
mass is being conserved. nor is evidence of mass balance provided elsewhere in the 
documentation. 

The Department needs to perform a mass balance analysis on the NUfS computer code. 

194.23(<:)(2) 
Section 194.23( c )(2) requires, among other things, " ... reports on code verification, 
~nchmarking, validation, and quality assurance proced~es.'' 

Regarding the GRASP-INV computer code. the CCA does not demonstrate that the incorporation 
of categorical simulation into GRASP-INV produces statistically valid unbiased transmissivity 
fields. As a result it is possible that the categorical simulation produces a statistical bias in favor 
of long Culebra travel times. The existing functional requirements and tests address many of the 
anci1181')' functions needed by the perfonnance assessment, but the actual. validity of the 
transmissivity fields to provide the statistical distributions of model predictions needed by the 
performance assessment is not tested. 

An end-to-end requirement and test is particularly important in view of a recent change to 
GRASP-INV. The INTERA pilot point method (PPM) used to produce calibrated transmissivity 
fields was recently changed by adding a categorical simulation front end. This was done because 
of the outcome of the work of the geostatistics expert panel (GXG). applying different methods 
to four test problems. 

Beyond questions about categorical simulation, it is important to have an end-to-end requirement 
and test for the pilot point method itself. A paper by Keidser and Rosbjerg is referenced in the 
GRASP-INV User's Manual in support of the pilot point method. The User's Manual states that 
the comparison that Keidser and Rosbjerg did of four inverse methods for determining 
transmissivity showed that the pilot point method is the best at reproducing large local 
heterogeneities. However, Keidser and Rosbjerg also say that the pilot point method is not the 
best for future predictions and did not perfonn well in· the presence of measurement and model 
errors. They say it is '"flexible enough to fit the observed short-time migration of the plume, but 
the continued simulation of the plume is more exposed to distortion when based on these local
scale corrections". But it is the statistical distribution of model predictions that the CCA really 
needs from GRASP-INV. 

The Department needs to develop a code requirement and test tM end-to-end statistical validity 
of the simulated transmissivity fields to provide the probabilistic inputs for the performance 
assessment. 

benchmarking, valtdatJ.on, and quality assurance procedures. ...,~~ .. · . 
-~/ 
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The GRASP _lNV computer code user's manual describes a number of test problem computer 
runs. However, none of the test runs is similar to the way in which the code is implemented in 
the performance assessment It is also never stated in the documentation that the GRASP·INV 
code has been tested in a manner in which it will be implemented in the performance assessment. 

The Department needs to provide evidence that the GRASP-INV code was tested in a manner in 
which it will be implemented in the performance assessment, and provide a sample computer run 
that corresponds to the CCA results. 

194.l3(c)(4) 
Section 194.23(c)(4) requires "detailed descriptions of data collection procedures, sources of 
data, data reduction and analysis, and code input parameter development." 

A low transmissivity region appears consistently in the calibrated transmissivity fields in the 
eastern portion of the site where there are limited data (Appendix TFIELD). From the histogram 
of Culebra transmissivity data, the P-18 data point could be argued to be a statistical outlier. 
Given the large variation of transmissivity data over the wider region, the P-18 data point could 
also be valid. If the low transmissivity region is an artifact, then it will bias some travel times 
high. 

The Department needs to determine whether there are any physical explanations for an 
artificially low transmissivity data point at P-18, and provide evidence to explain how one data 
point can produce low transmissivity in a region far separated from that data point. The 
transmissivity fields need to be calibrated with the P -18 data point removed to verify that the low 
transmissivity region is due to the single data point at P-18. 

Waste Characterization 

194.l4(a) 
This section requires DOE to provide information on the chemical, radiological and physical 
composition of waste proposed for disposal at WIPP. The information shall include waste 
components and their approximate quantities in the waste. 

The Transuranic Waste Baseline Inventory Report (BIR) contains an estimate of comple~g 
agents, nitrates, sulfates, phosphates, and cement. However, this inventory of complexing agents 
(important to the solubilitY of actinides) is based on uncertain plans that Idaho National · 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) will vitrify the waste destined for WIPP, therefore, reducing the 
quantity of complexing agents and other waste components. This is inconsistent with the 
assumptions for waste form in the performance assessment, which assumes no vitrification or 
other waste form modification. 

The Department needs to rectify this inconsistency between the BIR and ihe assumptions 
regarding waste form in the performance assessment. 
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Scqpc Q[Pccfqrmqncc hseumcnt 

194.32(a) 
Section 194.32(a) states that "Perfonnance assessments shall consider ... , deep drilling, ... that may 
affect the disposal system during the regulatory time frame." 

Section 6.4.7.1 of the CCA indicates that all El and E2 intrusions that drill through waste rooms 
will also drill through Marker Bed-139 (MB-139) which is located 1.38 meters beneath the waste 
rooms. Models predict that MB-139 will contain brine that has drained from the waste rooms 
and is presumably contaminated (see CCA, page 9-97). Also, Appendix SCR, page SCR-114 
states that there are 0.13 EPA units of radioactivity expected in MB-139. However, the 
contribution of direct releases from cuttings or brine in MB-139 releases would be additive to all 
other direct releases (cuttinglcavings, spallation, direct brine release) for each realization. Values 
that are a fraction of an EPA unit could be an important contributor to repository releases. 

DOE needs to provide justification of the impact of brine contamination expected in MB-1J9 and 
determine if this source needs to be added to the performance assessment. 

194.32(e)(3) 
Section 194.32(e)(3) requires the compliance application to include information which 
documents why any process, event, or sequence and combinations of processes and events 
identified pursuant to paragraph 194.32(e)(l) were not included in the perfonnance assessment 
results provided in the compliance application. 

The DOE has provided .rationales and justification for the decisions concerning the elimination or 
retention of features, events and processes (FEPs) in the screening process described in Appendix 
SCR. The arguments presented in Appendix SCR are based on numerical assessments of low 
probability of occurrence of the process or event during the regulatory time frame or quantitative 
estimates of consequences that are then argued to be insignificant to performance of the disposal 
system as a whole or to a subpart of the system: In lieu of quantitative evaluations, DOE often 
presents qualitative arguments (sometimes called "reasoned arguments") to eliminate events and 
processes from consideration in performance assessments. 

The Department needs to provide additional documentation for the quantitative and qualitative 
arguments in Appendix SCRfor the following: 

Natural FEPs • Regional UpUft 
Page SCR-6 identifies a regional uplift over ten thousand years of approximately 1 meter;. ·"""'--..... 

® The Department needs to provide a reference for that number. 

Natunl RPs - Deformation 
Page SCR-7 disJnisses deformation on the basis of low probability based on the results or----'\ 
rock mechanics studies described in Appendix DEF without citing any quantitative data .~: · · ·.~ ) 
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of estimated deformation rates in the text. 

The DeJKUtment needs to provide some quantitative assessment of rates developed from 
the rock mechanics studies referenced in Appendix SCR to support the low probability 
decision. 

Natural FEPs • Deep Dissolutioa 
The discussion on pages SCR-15 and SCR-16 regarding deep dissolution presents 
abbreviated summaries of contrasting geologic interpretations of these features by a 
number of investigators without defmitively settling the issue in favor of one· over the 
other. The statement that subsidence at the San Simon Sink (20 miles from the site) has 
occurred in historic times and has been attributed to deep dissolution appears to leave the 
possibility open for active deep dissolution. Comments by Anderson on OOFJWIPP 94-
019, the Compliance Status Report (Docket entry A93-02, IID-22, 7/14/94 Anderson to 
Lovejoy), point out dissolution features not mentioned in the CCA. Additional 
descriptive information in the text is used to link dissolution features to the Capitan Reef 
and a conclusion is presented that deep dissolution is eliminated on the basis of low 
probability. 

The Department needs documentation to explain how the deep dissolution rate was 
estimated; how it was used to demonstrate that the probability of affecting the controlled 
zone (or the repository) is well below the probability cut-off; and address the dissolution 
features mentioned in the Anderson communication. 

Natural FEPs - Climate Chaage 
Page SCR-30 states that the effects of climate change are accouated for in performance 
assessments by increases in recharge of the Culebra. Anderson has commented 
extensively on the development of karst dissolution and linked it to climatic fluctuations, 
along with estimates of expected continued development and consequent salt dissolution 
effects (comments on DOEIWIPP 94-019, the Compliance Status Report, Docket entry 
A93-02, IID-22, 7/14/94 Anderson to Lovejoy). The alternative karst development has 
implications for the fundamental flow mechanisms in the Culebra (the nature and extent 
of fracture flow). 

The Department needs to address Anderson's hypotheses specifically to discount them 
with more thorough analyses or data, or the results of modeling to show the proposed 
effects are bountkd by the CCA assessments. 

Consideration Q[Drillin& Events in Performance Assessments 

194.33(e)(l) 
Section 194.33(c)(l) on future drilling practices requires that " ... such future drilling practices 
shall include, but shall not be limited to: ... the fraction of such boreholes that are sealed by 
humans ... " 

.... - ~," 

\ 
i l 
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Section 6.4.7.2 of the CCA provides this information as the fraction ofrecendy drilled (since 
1988) boreholes that had been declared by the owners to be shut-in or temporarily abandoned 
that were eventually plugged. A survey indicated that 1 OOOA. were plugged. However, there has 
been a recognized problem in recent years in the Delaware Basin of inactive wells that .have 
never been declared as shut-in or temporarily abandoned by their owners. Appendix DEL (page 
DEL-45) recognizes one category of such wells (orphan wells whose owners cannot be located). 
Also, Table DEL-2 indicates an increase in active wells in southeastern New Mexico {since 
1971) that is 7,428 wells less than the nwnber of wells drilled minus the nwnber abandoned. 
Assumptions about the existence, location, and effectiveness of borehole plugs drastically affect 
calculated amounts of Castile or Culebra brines in the repository as well as their movement 
toward the accessible environment. 

The Department needs to provide detailed information about the large number of unaccounted 
for wells (e.g. the 7,428 wells in Table DEL-1). The effect of non-plugged boreholes needs to be 
included in intrusion scenarios. 

194.33(c)(l) 
Section 194.33{cX1) requires that future drilling practices remain consistent with present 
practices in the Delaware Basin. These practices include borehole plugs or seals. 

Section 6.4.7.2 assumes that all intrusion borehole plugs were effectively emplaced {i.e., the 
boreholes are completely sealed). No evidence is provided in Appendix DEL or it's attachments 
to support this assumption. Only about one-half of plugging operations on Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) land are inspected by BLM during plugging and there is no indication of 
follow-up studies to determine effectiveness of emplaced plugs. This assumption is potentially 
important because defective 2-plug or 3-plug configurations could resuh in increased flows 
between Castile brine reservoirs, the repository, and the Culebra aquifer. 

The Department needs to provide documentation on the percentage of plugs that are assumed to 
be eff~ctively emplaced and the basis for the assumption. 

194.34C> 
Section 194.34C requires documentation of computational techniques used in generating 
complementary, cumulative distribution functions. 

Although the general approach to sampling of parameters is described briefly in Chapter 6, the 
User's Manual for Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), and Appendix PAR, no detailed discussion 
of the LHS procedure is included. The User's Manual contains a brief discussion of the 
advantages of this approach, but it does not clearly describe the implementation of the method. 

The Department needs to provide a detailed discussion of the LHS procedure and its 
implementation. 

® 
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fasslve Institutional Contrqls 

194.43(a) 
Section 194.43(a) requires "Any compliance shall include detailed descriptions of the measures 
that will be employed to preserve knowledge about the location, design, and contents 'of the 
dispPsal system." 

DOE may assume only that the passive institutional control (PIC) design as proposed will satisfy 
the compliance criteria, not that the design as it is constructed 100 years in the future will do so. 
Chapter 7 of the CCA and related appendices leave·open the possibility that the conceptual 
design that is finally implemented could be ~ically different from anything that might be 
approved by EPA during the period ofits regulatory authority. For instance, Appendix PIC 
states, "It should be noted that the illustrations used to support this conceptual design report are 
not intended to represent the final configurations. Rather they are for the purpose of representing 
the type of configurations which are intended to be used in the final design., [Page 4] The 
explanation of DOE's schedule for implementation does not allow EPA to evaluate the proposed 
design as a final design. As a result, DOE's commitment to a specific design and the 
Department's ability to implement the design as proposed are rendered ambiguous. 

EPA acknowledges that, if the WIPP is certified, the conceptual design as proposed in the initial 
application is likely to undergo substantial modification over the course of several decades as our 
knowledge and technical capabilities expand. Nevertheless, EPA cannot certify an undefined 
"final design" as it may exist 1 00 years in the future. EPA considers it more appropriate to 
assume for the purpose of certification that the conceptual design that is proposed is the same one 
that will be implemented. 

The Department must provide more explicit information in support of its proposed design and 
schedule for implementation of PICs. At a minimum. this information should include: 

• 
• • 

• 

which steps DOE can and cannot accomplish during the operational period and the ' , ®· . 
reasons why; 
the rationale behind the timing of the various stages of implementation; 
specific actions that DOE will take to test P/Cs, when those actions will occur, and what 
DOE expects to learn by testing- especially in terms of how testing could lead to 
substantial modifications to the conceptual design; and 
evidence that DOE, in proposing the design as practicable, gave serious consideration to 
the amount of time, human effort, and money likely to be required to implement the major 
aspects of the design. 

For example, the statement that "this design concept will be revisited over the operational 
lifetime of the WIPP"laclcs explication (Section 7.3, Par. 2). ~process of re-certification 
offers an obvious opportunity for DOE to notify EPA of improvements to the conceptual design 
throughout the 35-year period of disposal and decommissioning. Yet "revisitation" during the 
operational period is not accounted for in the chapter. In fact, i~ appears from the time line 
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represented in Figure 7-16 (Page 7.SJ) that most of the work that will inform any revisions to 
the design will be conducted after the operational period The areas in which DOE anticipates 
modifying the conceptual design during the operational period are not clearly identified 

En~neered Barriers 

194.44 
Section 194.44 requires that the disposal system incorporate engineer barriers designed to 

· prevent or substantially delay the movement of radionuclides toward the accessible environment. 

While the inclusion magnesium oxide (MgO) as a backfill material will improve repository 
performance, the Department must provide an engineering design which ~uppc>rts the assertions 
about the performance ofMgO. The evidence must support the asswnptions used in PA. 

The Department must provide an engineering design which provides the method of placement 
and quantity emplaced such that the MgO will be distributed as assumed in the conceptual 
models to support the reaction of MgO to be as predicted in the expected WIPP repository 
environment. The Department must also provide Information which demonstrates that the excess 
volume proposed to be emplaced can actually be accommodated and whether it covers the 
uncertainties in the actual geochemical processes. 

Consideration Q/Pro(ected lndiyiduaf 

194.51 
Section 194 .S 1 requires, among other things, that exposure from all sources of radionuclide 
release from the disposal system to the accessible environment be examined. 

Chapter 8 of the CCA provides a bounding analysis to demonstrate compliance with 40 CFR 
191.1 S. However, the analysis only assumes exposure via consumption of potable water. It does 
not explicitly include the analysis of doses posed by other potential exposure pathways such as 
stock consumption or irrigation. 

The Department needs to provide documentation which discusses why pathways other than 
consumption of potable water are not considered 

Consideratjoil Q/Untlcrrrountl Sowcu q{Drink;nr Water 

194.53 
Section 194.53 requires that all underground sources of drinking water in the accessible 
environment to be affected by the disposal system over the regulatory time frame be analyzed. 

Section USDW3.31 of the CCA indicates that the Capitan Aquifer has been determined by DOE 
not to be a USDW that could be affected by the disposal system. 
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The Department needs to justify why the Capitan Aquifer cannot be affected by the disposal 
system over the regulatory time frame. 

® 
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